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Australia is located between the Pacific Ocean and 

the Indian Ocean, the climate extends from the 

tropics to the temperate zone, the annual average 

temperature from the north of 27℃ to the south of 

the most 13℃. The population is just over 17 

million. Energy and mineral rich countries, is the 

world's largest coal exporter and the largest 

diamond exporter. The eastern, southern and 

southwestern regions are one of the world's major 

food exporters in the agricultural areas where 

advanced cultivation techniques are used. Australia 

has one hundred and fifty thousand sheep, the world's 

largest producer of fine wool. It is one of the major 

producers and exporters of honey, wheat, sugar and 

milk and other products, is a large food exporter. 
 GENERAL INFORMATION: 

 

Category : Digital Services Agency  
ID  : 96811 
Location : Melbourne, Australia 
T/O  : $3.m 

Established 2007 this fully managed Digital Agency, specialising in bespoke 
web and enterprise grade application development based Melbourne.  

The firm delivers end-to-end Digital professional services, from strategic 
design through to full-stack development and ongoing delivery and hosting, 
to a diverse range of private, government and non-profit clients throughout 
Australia. The bulk of their work is completed through long-term strategic 
engagement with clients, typically over the course of multiple years, with new 
services developed to meet clients’ needs over time. They have experienced 
significant, continual growth over the life of the business, through brand 
leadership in the non-profit/Social impact space, and penetration into larger 
clients including major public utilities, banks, and government. 

The Purchaser/s will receive all the benefits outlined below: 

➢ All client contracts and relationships 

➢ Capable and highly committed staff across all key areas 

➢ Senior leadership in place for the last 3 years 

➢ Significant retained income across several clients, including 
hosting maintenance and consulting 

➢ Recognised and well-respected brand 

➢ Untapped potential in new product and service development 

➢ Dedicated Vendors willing to work with the new owner to ensure 
the business’s continued success 

Through a team of people oriented, excellence focused staff, they deliver 
technology to the commercial and for-purpose sectors.  They provide 
innovative services that suite the needs of social enterprises, non-profits, 
government entities, and other organisations that make the world a better 
place. The Vendors wish to pursue other interests both personal and 
business related, but are interested in the continued success of this well 

nurtured and highly visible brand.  They will consider all genuine offers. 

 

 
 
 

Our Services: 

1.Search out businesses to suit your requirements. 

2.Negotiates price, terms, and conditions of sale 

by our local partner 

3.Evaluate and assist in collating the documents 

4.complete the deal with the supports of 

professionals 

 

Value-added services 

1. Serving in obtaining the residency visas  

2. Real estate investment and property management 

3. Education and counseling services  

4. Wealth protection and heritage services  

 

 
 

Your overall solution for immigration and investment in the 
Australia 

MG Immigration & our partners offers professional consulting services to 
help you get faster and easier to get visa! 

 

 

 

 


